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President's message 

In the past three years communication has 
moved from something I do to something I 
study in animals. It sort of snuck up on me 
and now sits bubbling slowly on the back 
burner. I wouldn't claim that it's the main 
focus of my research, but it got me 
thinking about how we communicate as 
scientists. 

At a recent departmental barbecue several 
of us lapsed into talking shop (some things 
don't change). In comparing notes we 
found that we'd all experienced a drop in 
paper mail and a vast increase in electronic 
mail. With an honesty that comes of 
having a few beers we all confessed to 
being email junkies. Our morning ritual 
has become: open the office door, switch 
on the computer, then switch on the light. 
We now think nothing of firing off a hasty 
and informal note to a colleague anywhere 
in the world. Spelling mistakes hardly 
matter and messages are sprinkled with 
abbreviations such as :) or IMHO or URL 
that seem to be the shibboleth of the 
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techno-savvy. Our web browsing, we 
agreed, is less frequent now that the 
novelty is gone. Targeted web searches, 
however, are becoming more common and 
more productive. A well designed web 
page was seen as a gr.eat source of primary 
information as well as a gateway to other 
sites. 

The morning after the barbecue I decided 
to test our subjective impressions against 
some hard data. Indeed, the department's 
postal costs have gone down (!) and 
internet access has gone up. 

How does this affect ASSAB? We've been 
a society for 25 years now. At the April 
annual conference at we celebrated this 
milestone with a look at ASSAB's past and 
some crystal gazing for the future. Clearly, 
the society has played a strong role in 
facilitating communication amongst those 
with a professional interest in animal 
behaviour. We've done this largely, and 
very successfully, through this newsletter 
and the annual conferences. If we are to 
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remain a relevant society then we need to 
continue this tradition of provoking and 
fostering contacts with one another. 
Moreover, we need to attract the next 
generation of members by showing that 
we've got something to offer. One way to 
do that is to accommodate the work habits 
of members and potential members by 
maintaining a useful web site and fostering 
electronic communication. 

We've had an informal web site for over a 
year. For now it's located at 
<http://www.massey.ac/~EMinotlASSAB 

>. Please have a look. It's rather primitive 
at the moment. At present it has only a few 
cursory details about the next annual 
meeting. What's its potential? For the 
immediate furure it could serve four 
important functions. (1) It can be a source 
of information about the society accessible 
to anyone with a web browser. (2) It can 
serve as advertising for the society to 
potential new members. (3) Members can 
use it to announce their own activities 
including ways that they can be 
contacted--electronic or otherwise. (4) It 
can maintain links to related web sites. 
The ball's in our court. More specifically, 
it's in yours. Our web site will evolve the 
way you want. 

The more things change the more they stay 
the same. I still like the look and feel of a 
piece of paper. The internet is not a 
substitute for this newsletter. Also, despite 
the rapid communication afforded by the 
internet I still prefer discussing science 
with a beer in one hand while drawing on a 
paper napkin with the other. The best place 
to do that is at the ASSAB annual 
conference. I look forward to seeing many 
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of you at the University of New England 
in Armidale this April! 

Ed Minot (E.Minot@massey.ac.nz) 

ASSAB 99 - The 26th Annual 
Conference and first call for 
papers 

ASSAB99 will be held at Robb College, 
University of New England, Armidale, 
NSW, Australia from 8th to 11th April 
1999. 

Abstracts in the usual format with an 
accompanying disk (Word 6 or higher or 
the equivalent in another word processor) 
are called for by February 12th, 1999 to 
Jan Patterson, Centre for Neuroscience and 
Animal Behaviour, University of New 
England, Armidale, NSW, 2351, Australia. 

Emerging Conference themes are Ethology 
(invited guest speaker), Animal 
Communication (theme speaker) and 
Human-Animal Interaction (theme 
speaker). Papers are invited on those 
themes and also on any other aspect of 
Animal Behaviour. 

Full registration forms will be available in 
the next Newsletter in January 1999. 

For further information about the 
Conference contact either: 

Andrew Robins 
+61 (0)2 6773 2733 or 
arobins@metz.une.edu.au 
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or 

Lloyd Fell 
+61 (0)267701814 or 
lloyd.fell@agric.nsw.gov.au 

The program will include: 

• Welcome 'Snacks and Relax' on 
Thursday evening, April 8 

• 

• 

• 

Papers and Posters on Friday, 
Saturday morning, and Sunday 
morning (depending on the number 
of papers) 

Conference Dinner in College on 
Friday, April 9 

Field Trip and Dinner at Echidna 
Gully, near Armidale, on Saturday 
afternoon and evening. 

Many thanks to the Local Organising 
Committee for getting arrangements under 
way. This committee comprises Jan 
Patterson (leader), Jim Scanlon, Chao 
Deng, Andrew Robins, Lloyd Fell and 
prospective new members, Leanne 
Stewart, Nicola Hill and Matthew Pine. 

There is inexpensive single room 
accommodation in Robb College where 
the papers, posters and courtyard morning 
and afternoon teas will be held. 

There is also a wide range of motels, 
hotels, etc., in Armidale (but not within 
walking distance of Robb College). 

Generous student assistance is on offer. 
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Typically, this has been from $120 to $220 
depending on distance travelled. There will 
also be a $50 prize for the best student 
paper/presentation. 

More details will be available a little closer 
to the time. 

Please note that the Society now has the 
facility to accept Bankcard, Mastercard or 
Visa payments. I have it set up here, now. 

ASSAB WEB SITE. 
The address is: 
http://www.massey.ac.nzJ~EMinot/ 

ASSAB/welcome.html 

Some information regarding ASSAB99 are 
already posted on the website which will be 

updated as details come to hand. 

25th Annual Conference, 
Massey University 

The 25th Annual Conference was held at 
Massey University from the 15th to the 
18th of April 1998. The conference was 
attended by 49 delegates. There were 27 
oral presentations, 3 posters and a 
symposium on the past and future of the 
Society (more of that later). There was 
also a very full social and touristic 
program including field trips to Kapiti 
Island and Mount Bruce as well as an 
evening of Celtic music and dance. 
Congratulations to Ed Minot for 
organising a wonderful 25th. 

Thursday, 16th April 1998 

The conference started with Bob Kilgour 
in the Chair. He introduced Judith 
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Blackshaw who continued to demonstrate 
her passion for things porcine by 
presenting details of a study of play in 
intensively-housed piglets. She not only 
told us that piglets at play are delightful to 
watch but that, under intensive husbandry, 
they develop play rapidly. Judith was 
followed by James Briskie who presented 
the results of a study of begging calls in 24 
species forest birds whose fledging 
percentage varied from 11 to 96%. He 
reported that begging call loudness 
decreased and begging call frequency 
increased as the risk of predation 
increased, thus decreasing the locatability 
of the nestling. He concluded that the cost 
of begging to attract parents is the 
attraction of predators. 

Ricci Wesselink next reported a study of 
the suckling behaviour of dairy calves. 
Calves that suckle soon after birth ingest 
more immunoglobulins since their 
concentration in the colostrum decreases 
over time. The results showed that a large 
proportion of calves have not sucked 
within six hours of birth and that sucking 
behaviour was not related to cow and calf 
behaviour. The milk intake theme was 
continued by Elissa Cameron who tested 
the relationship between time spent 
suckling and actual milk intake estimated 
by isotope-labelled milk. The data showed 
that measuring time spent suckling was a 
poor indicator of milk intake. 

During a prolonged morning tea, the three 
posters were presented. Aya Takei gave 
the conference more data on the 
Tangalooma bottlenose dolphins by 
describing some of the aspects of social 
organisation in these animals. Jane 
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Crawley presented information on 
racehorses which showed that the presence 
of a human being standing next to the 
animal before a race decreased abnormal 
behaviour, and if the human touched the 
horse, abnormal behaviour was decreased 
even further. Unfortunately, no data were 
presented on racing performance. The 
third poster was Arthur Chamove's 
presentation on the use of sequential 
sampling to decrease the numbers of 
animals in an experiment. He concluded 
that sequential sampling results in a 
decrease of up to 50% in the number of 
animals needed. 

Following the poster session, with Linda 
Walker in the Chair, Ann Cresswell 
presented the results of a study on parasitic 
wasps that had been introduced into New 
Zealand to control two weevil genera but 
now attack 13 non-target species. This 
study showed that par-asitic wasps could be 
reared in a non-target host and that this 
makes them more likely to parasitise that 
host than their preferred host. This was 
followed by Bob Kilgour who showed 
that behavioural training of cattle can 
make them adapt more easily to a feedlot 
husbandry system. 

Rob Heinsohn presented progress in his 
work on eclectus parrots. In fact, his 
opening remarks were nearly as passionate 
as anything Judith Blackshaw has said 
about pigs, stating that these parrots 
"compel people to study them". Rob 
presented basic data on the reproduction of 
these birds including the consequences of 
late egg-laying; if the wet season arrives, 
the nest gets flooded. The final talk before 
lunch was presented by David Green who 
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described a test for gender in birds wherein 
DNA analysis distinguishes between the 
two Z-chromosomes of males and the two 
W-chromosomes of females. Using this 
technique has shown that brown thornbill 
females can adjust the sex of their 
offspring. 

Lindsay Matthews chaired the afternoon 
session which kicked off with Robert 
Clark once again taking us inside the head 
of the calculating Portia jimbriata which 
are able to pick up chemical cues from the 
drag lines of one of the species of spider 
that they cannibalise. Once they pick up 
these cues, they go looking for the prey 
species. Mark Hohenhaus next presented 
the results of arena testing sheep with high 
and low antibody titres to internal parasites 
that were carrying worm burdens. Mark 
concluded that the high-titre animals were 
more at ease in the test arena than the low
titre animals. 

In a study of scimitar-horned oryx, 
Catherine Morrow described how 
analysis of faecal steroids could be used to 
measure the reproductive status of 
individual animals. She considered the 
technique to have two advantages over 
blood sampling; it is non-invasive and the 
faecal sample represents a sample of 
hormonal events that are pooled over time 
between one defecation and the next. The 
final paper of the session was presented by 
Charlene Willis who showed that female 
rats can pick up clues about the health of 
potential mates from their urine. Female 
rats distinguished between males carrying 
tapeworms those not and spent more time 
with the non-parasitised males. 
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Following afternoon tea, Doug Armstrong 
took the chair and Darryl Jones launched 
immediately into a sorry tale of deceit and 
lust. He described the "pre-dawn" song of 
pied butcherbirds and, even though the 
conclusion was based on only a single 
male, concluded that males use it to solicit 
extra-pair copulations. This shocking 
finding has now been expanded to 
implicate grey butcherbirds, magpies, pied 
currawongs, several honeyeaters, noisy 
miners and the hooded robin. All this after 
the Society has only just got over the 
terrible findings of the selfish behaviour of 
the white-winged chough! 

The session continued with John Ewen's 
presentation on parental care in socially 
monogamous stitchbirds, such care being 
very costly to males whose role is 
provisioning chicks. His data showed that 
males that engaged in a high rate of extra
pair copulations increased their level of 
chick provisioning. Ian McLean then 
started his presentation on quokkas on 
Rottenest Island by telling the conference 
that he thought that unemployment was 
better than doing a post-doc. His studies 
have shown that female quokkas give no 
behavioural signs of oestrus and males 
give no behavioural signs of having 
detected it except that, all of a sudden, they 
jump on the females. 

That concluded the scientific sessions 
which were followed by the AGM and 
then an evening of food, wine and Celtic 
music and dancing. 

Election of office-bearers 

At the Annual General Meeting of the 
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Society, the following office-bearers were 
elected. 

President: 
Vice President: 
Treasurer: 
Secretary: 
Public Officer: 
Councillors: 

Ed Minot 
Rob Heinsohn 
Lloyd Fell 
Bob Kilgour 
Linda Walker 
Ken Johnson 
Kevin Warburton 
Lindsay Matthews 

Friday, 17th April 1998 

Bright and early the next morning, Adrian 
Patterson took the Chair and invited Isabel 
Castro to present the results of a study of 
behavioural changes in hihi chicks as a 
result of being handled for blood sampling 
and banding. These results showed 
temporary changes in the begging 
behaviour of the handled chicks and 
changes in the behaviour of their female 
parents towards the nesting boxes. This 
was followed by Lloyd Fell who presented 
data to indicate that a lot of apparent 
fighting in cattle is really only affiliative 
behaviour. He showed that lowly 
socialised cattle in a feedlot engaged in a 
lot of agonistic interactions with strangers 
whereas more highly socialised animals 
had social interactions with animals with 
which they were familiar. 

Ivor Jones then presented data related to 
the hierarchical model of depression. He 
showed that when formerly dominant 
sugar gliders are transferred to other 
colonies where they become subordinate, 
they show behavioural and biochemical 
changes that are seen in depressed animals. 
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Ivor was then followed by Ellen Jongman 
who presented data on beak trimming in 
chickens. She treated birds at hatch with 
the mildest form of beak trim and showed 
that their beaks were still sensitive at 10 
weeks after trimming but not at 20 weeks. 

The pre-lunch session was chaired by 
Arthur Chamove who introduced the first 
speaker, Laura Beveridge who presented 
work on observational learning in pigs. 
Her results showed that pigs do not learn 
to interact with humans by simply 
observing pigs interacting but that they 
learn to interact by social learning. Paul 
Hemsworth then spoke on Kate Breuer's 
work on the effect of positive handling on 
the stress physiology and behaviour of 
dairy cows. He reported that negative 
handling resulted in a decreased tendency 
of the animal to approach the experimenter 
and increases in flight distance and 
cortisol. 

Geoff Hutson then presented the paper 
that everyone had been waiting for. He 
showed that by scoring racehorses for 38 
behavioural variables, he was able to show 
a profit on turnover of 4.9%. The Chair 
could not allow all questions to be put 
because almost everybody had a question. 
Geoffs presentation was followed by Paul 
Hemsworth's paper on stockhandler 
attitudes and behaviour on cow behaviour 
and milk yield on 29 dairy farms. This 
study showed that a decrease in negative, 
forceful behaviour resulted in a decrease in 
flight distance on approximately 70% of 
the farms. On those farms where flight 
distance decreased, there was an increase 
in milk yield. 
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With lunch out of the way, Darryl Jones 
took the Chair and the session started with 
Linda Walker introducing the concept of 
memes - the evolutionary process that uses 
ideas rather than genes as the unit of 
cultural transmission. She gave such 
examples as kangaroos learning mothering 
behaviour from their own mother and 
lionesses that lead the pride out of their 
territory during drought to areas of more 
abundant prey. Wayne Linklater 
followed with the results of a review of 
publications reporting social and spatial 
organisation in feral horses. He concluded 
that different populations organise 
themselves similarly and that reports of 
exception are due to poor definition of 
terms and poor science. 

Adrian Paterson then presented a paper 
on Chatham Island oystercatchers where 
the aim was to study territoriality by using 
dummies. The reason for this approach is 
that territories are large and interactions 
low in frequency. The study showed that 
resident birds reacted extremely 
aggressively towards the dummies. Ron 
Templeton then resumed his usual spot as 
last speaker on the ordinary scientific 
program and presented his ideas on what 
he sees as wrong with ethology. In a talk 
during which you could have heard a pin 
drop, Ron explained, among other things, 
that ASSAB needs to broaden its base to 
provoke new discoveries, that there are 
several accepted theories that are currently 
ignored and several others that are just 
plain wrong. 

The 25th Anniversary 
Symposium 
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Afternoon tea was then followed by the 
symposium celebrating the Society's 25th 
birthday. The symposium was opened by 
the Chair, Rolf Beilharz, who invited 
Geoff Hutson to introduce a video 
presentation by Stella Crossley. Geoff 
explained that Stella had given him his 
first job in animal behaviour as a 
tutor/demonstrator in her animal behaviour 
class. Stella had asked him to deliver the 
video to the meeting and to also remind 
the Society of her lepidoptera website. 

The beginnings of the Society 

Stella A. Crossley 

My first memory of the Society is one of 
getting to know people and finding out 
what research they were doing. Of course, 
this process began before the Society was 
founded and was, I believe, an important 
catalyst in getting the Society started. At 
Monash in about 1971, we formed the 
Behaviour Discussion Group and met 
weekly. The Psychology Department 
provided funds and so we were able to 
invite speakers from interstate: in 1972 
Tony Barnett (ANU), Glen McBride 
(QLD), Eleanor Russell (NSW) and Peter 
Sale (SYDNEY); and in 1973 Stephen 
Davies (CSIRO, W A) and Doug Dow 
(QLD). At Monash there were besides 
myself, Richard Mark, Doug Dorward, 
Lesley Rogers and John Nelson and when 
there was no speaker we discussed Robert 
Hinde's Animal Behaviour .... chapter by 
chapter - a heavy undertaking. The 
Discussion Group, on days when there 
were speakers, attracted a wide audience , 
not only from the other Melbourne 
Universities but also from other research 
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institutions and organisations, such as the 
CSIRO Antarctic Division, then sited in 
Melbourne. There is no doubt in my mind, 
that the kind of socialisation and 
discussions generated by the Behaviour 
Discussion Group and other groups of its 
kind e.g. with Glen McBride at the 
University of Queensland, was integral to 
the foundation of the Society. 

The actual foundation happened by Glen 
McBride and John Nelson compiling lists 
of Australian and New Zealand biologists 
who might be interested in an Animal 
Behaviour Society. Combining the lists 
and sending out a questionnaire to canvass 
opinion, fell to me. I remember that the 
form was yellow in colour and had two 
questions, 'Are you interested?' and 
'Should the Society be labelled Australian 
or Australasian?'. Response was good and 
we set about drawing up a draft 
constitution with the help of members of 
other Societies e.g. Murray Littlejohn and 
Tony Lee. John Nelson contacted 
publishers and found that the Society 
would not be able to publish its own 
journal because of the high costs involved. 

Activity now moved to the University of 
NSW where Eleanor Russell organised an 
inaugural meeting at ANZAAS on August 
17, 1972. Glen McBride chaired this 
meeting which was well attended. The 
name of the society elicited most 
discussion. The constitution was 
approved, Officers elected, subscriptions 
paid and the Society born. John Nelson 
was the first President. Tony Barnett 
offered Canberra as the venue for the first 
conference. This was held in May, 1973. 
At this time, committee members had held 
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office for less than a year, elections were 
therefore postponed until the next meeting. 

Once the Society was launched and annual 
meetings held, my memories centre around 
each conference individually. As one new 
to Australia, the venues made a big 
impression: the polished wood elegance 
of lecture rooms in the ANU Research 
School of Chemistry, the unfamiliar sweet 
smell of a cigarette smoked by a close 
friend and colleague during after dinner 
discussions on a balcony of a Hall of 
Residence (1973); the building high 
poinsettias and other indoor plants 
growing outdoors at St. Lucia (1974); the 
strike of general staff at Monash which led 
to blocked toilets and last minute changes 
to lunch and lecture locations (1975); the 
square dance on a boat in Sydney Harbour 
(1976); sickness brought on by drinking 
Canberra water (1977); escaping the 
conference and eating ham while 
discussing pigs at the golf club at Narooma 
(1979); Jumbunna, the second Monash 
organised conference - a beautiful building 
and setting but just prior to 
commencement we learnt that grog was 
banned on the premises by the owners: a 
religious denomination. Lesley Rogers 
pleaded the case and got a dispensation 
and so, in the opinion of some, saved the 
conference (1980). 

At the first conference, themes for papers 
were 'Development of Behaviour' and 
'The Behaviour of Australian Animals'. 
Without checking programmes, my 
memory of other early conference talks is 
that initially a wide spread of species were 
discussed (flies, wasps, shrimps, fish, 
mice, rats, hens, chicks, pigs, sheep). 
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Later the emphasis became more narrowly 
focussed on farm animals and agricultural 
problems. I remember only one heated 
debate. This was on Sociobiology but, as 
often happens, the debate ended up as a 
critique of Jensen's views on race and IQ 
(ANU 1977). Stephen Rose, founder of 
the Society for Responsibility in Science, 
and visiting from the Open University, set 
up according to one delegate, straw men to 
knock down. It is interesting that debate is 
still raging on this topic as shown by 
recent publications: The Bell Curve by 
Herrnstein R.J. and Murray C. (1994) and 
Race, Evolution, and Behaviour by 
Rushton J.P. (1994). Perhaps it is time to 
debate culture and IQ again at a future 
ASSAB meeting. 

I attended all meetings of the Society 1973 
- 1984, and a good proportion in the last 
ten years. I think that everyone would 
agree that ASSAB has been successful. 
The main achievement is spreading 
awareness of what is going on, in ethology 
and related disciplines in Australia and 
New Zealand. Apart from obvious 
benefits, this knowledge has also helped 
participants at International Conferences to 
more truly represent their colleagues. 

Looking back over the years, the Society's 
history validates its formation. Some may 
regret its small membership. On the other 
hand, the Society is known for its friendly 
and non-intimidating conferences. With 
an increase in size, these desirable 
qualities may be lost. 
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Early days of the Society 

Glen McBride 

Glen began his presentation saying that he 
had worked for the University of 
Queensland for 39 years, during which 
time he never threw out a bit of paper, but 
filed them all neatly away. At the time of 
his retirement, he put the records from 
each scientific society to which he 
belonged into their different envelopes and 
sent them to the Australian Academy of 
Science. 

Glen explained that he is no longer a 
scientist but a painter and a house 
renovator. 

Before ASSAB, ANZAAS was the "big 
thing". In fact, it ended up being so big 
that it was divided into different sections. 
But, by the mid-1950i s, there was a push 
away from ANZAAS as individual 
societies began to form, reflecting the 
mood of Australian science. It was this 
push to individual societies that ended up 
killing ANZAAS. 

Glen started scientific life as a chicken 
geneticist but, on noting the peck order in 
these animals, became interested in animal 
behaviour. One of the first Australian 
papers on behaviour was Beilharz and 
Mylrea. Rolf, he explained, was "another 
geneticist gone wrong". At about the same 
time, some good animal behaviour work 
got going in New Zealand. 

In the 1960's, Mike Cullen came to 
Australia. Around this time, Niko 
Tinbergen left the Oxford group and it 
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broke up. However, at this time, the 
Canberra group was going strong. 
Meanwhile, there were some fascinating 
developments overseas. The European 
ethologists were inviting each other to 
their labs their labs, provoking the 
formation of the IEC. Participation was by 
invitation only. The comparative 
psychologists wanted to get in on it, but 
the ethologists closed ranks. 

When the Hiedeger report on Taronga Zoo 
was published, a touch of international 
ethology came to Australia. Glen was 
invited to the IEC meeting in Stockholm in 
1967 and elected to the Council. 

In 1973, Tinbergen, Lorenz and von Frisch 
shared the Nobel Prize. 

It was now time for the formation of an 
Australian society. Glen had a dream of 
hosting an IEC meeting but, to do so, 
would require the formation of a local 
society. He got tqgether with John Nelson 
and Stella Crossley to form a committee 
which Glen chaired. There was 
considerable discussion about the name as 
well as whether New Zealand should be 
included. The name Australian Society for 
the Study of Animal Behaviour was 
chosen over Animal Behaviour Society. 
New Zealand was excluded, but Glen 
believes that if there had been just one 
New Zealander at the meetings, they 
would have been included. 

In 1983, the first joint ASSAB-IEC 
meeting came to be and, in 1989, there was 
a joint meeting with the International 
Society for Comparative Psychology in 
Sydney. Thanks to ASSAB, Australia was 
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on the world ethological map. 

The subject profile of ASSAB 
1973-1996 

Judith Blackshaw 

1. Subject matter profile 

In 1973, a group of people gathered 
together for ASSAB. Thirteen papers 
were given and, over the next 25 years, the 
numbers fluctuated between 16 and 282 , 
this being in 1983 at the international 
conference in Brisbane which the 
Queensland members of ASSAB 
organised. In recent years, 40 papers is 
about the average contribution. 

Much more exciting are the ideas that have 
been discussed at those meetings; the 
Society has been at the forefront of 
promoting free discus;ion. 

The things that have impressed me most 
about the Society and which have not 
changed over the years are: 

• the encouragement of students to 
present their work and ideas 

• the non-threatening environment of 
the whole society 

• the constructive discussion , 

• 

questioning and criticism 

the help and support new 
researchers received from more 
experienced colleagues 

• the lack of personal criticism and 
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the tolerance of members toward 
each other 

These attributes are often lacking in 
scientific communities today. Many 
members have gone on to become leaders 
in their fields and have encouraged their 
own students who have, in tum, joined the 
Society. 

2. Range of species covered 

There has been an incredible range of 
species whose behaviour has been 
discussed and analysed over the years. In 
the very first meeting (1973), the species 
discussed included: 
• domestic farm animals - horses, 

pigs (Pigs have never been off the 
program since the beginning, the 
only species with such a history. It 
may also say something about the 
researchers) 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

reef fish 

mice, rats - these two animals have 
also had a good run but not up to 
the pig's standard 

bees 

echidna 

cormorants 

Some of the domesticated farm animals 
have always been studied and in recent 
times, starting in 1994, feedlot cattle have 
entered the research area, reflecting their 
importance to the Australian livestock 
industries. 
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The species studied represent: 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

animals of economic importance, 
which is most of the research (pigs, 
sheep, cattle and chickens 

companion animals 

insects of economic importance 
such as bees, the sheep blowfly and 
insects studied more for elucidating 
evolutionary theory and 
behavioural concepts such as 
Drosophila 

fish, mainly studied for looking at 
behavioural hypotheses, concepts 
of spacing, predation, etc. rather 
than for their economic value. Of 
course, this may eventually be the 
final outcome 

birds. These are of enormous 
variety and many behavioural 
concepts are contributed to with 
data from the study of spacing, 
mimicry, song recognition and 
several strategies of birds 

sea animals. In the last few years, 
some behavioural observations 
have been presented on dolphins, 
whales and turtles. This is good 
for the other researchers as most of 
this information tends to be 
presented at more specialized 
conferences 

Australian marsupials. First 
featured in 1976, these have been 
studied and had papers presented at 
all the subsequent meetings 
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• 

• 

mice, rats, rabbits and guinea pigs 
are important species, with rats the 
most common 

human behaviour, both adult and 
child has given the Society a broad 
spectrum of research data 

The fact that these species are featured 
indicates the broad interests of members. 
It has also allowed us to extend our 
knowledge of other species and perhaps 
use a model of behaviour we hadn't 
thought about before. For those of us who 
teach, it has provided a broad knowledge 
of all types of behaviour, very useful for 
lecturing and teaching. 

3. Range of topics 

The researchers in ASSAB have been in 
the forefront of new concepts, ideas and 
hypotheses. These ideas have been 
discussed as they emerged and students 
belonging to the Society have often 
contributed to them. In 1973, the concepts 
discussed included: 

• parent-offspring bonding 

• learning and memory 

• social stress 

• social dominance 

• test order in pigs 

• behavioural problems of 
agricultural and wild animals 

These concepts were developed over the 
next 25 years and their relevance to many 
different species examined. The 
behavioural problems of agricultural and 
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wild animals are a contentious issue today 
as society questions the production of 
intensive food animals, especially pigs, 
poultry and feedlot cattle. 

The ideas that emerged over the next few 
years (1974, 1975) included: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

agonistic behaviour and the 
consequences of this behaviour, 
competition and fighting 

social behaviour in many different 
animal groups. In 1975, Glen 
McBride gave the Presidential 
Address, "Stability of animal 
societies" 

human behavioural development 
and the significance of various 
behaviours 

imprinting became a well
discussed topis:;, learning and 
memory continued to be researched 
and the concept of lateralization 
emerged 

In 1974, a discussion was held on the 
teaching of ethology. This subject as 
"applied ethology" was introduced in an 
Australian veterinary school (Queensland) 
in the 1970's. Ethology, not including the 
domestic animals, became part of some 
zoology courses from the mid-1970's. 

In 1973, the Nobel Prize for physiology 
and medicine was awarded to Konrad 
Lorenz, Niko Tinbergen and Karl von 
Frisch. Ethology was now legitimate, 
although often laughed at if farm animals 
were studied. 

In the next few years, 1976 to 1979, more 
areas were studied, along with those 
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already mentioned. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

genetic basis for social behaviour 
became a rich study field 

sexual behaviour and mate 
preferences were studied in most 
speCIes 

mother-infant and parental 
investment strategies became 
important areas 

play behaviour, which first raised 
my interest by a 1976 paper and led 
to my recent paper in 1997 of the 
development of play behaviour in 
piglets 

• communication by odour, 
vocalizations, non-verbal means 
such as gestures, facial expressions 
in humans, non-human primates 
and other species 

In 1978, the first papers were presented on 
sheltering in sheep and other aspects of 
sheep behaviour. From this point on, 
sheep study gained strength - the pigs were 
still holding their ground. 

• 

• 

food avoidance, food preferences 
became a study area in different 
speCIes 

parental recognition, especially in 
birds, emerged 

Between 1980 and 1985 

Domestic animal behaviour continued to 
be well represented and chickens never 
looked back. Other bird species yielded 
papers on communication and 
territoriality . 
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The major concepts in this period not 
represented before included: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

handedness 

flehmen 

environmental redesign (poultry) 

ecobehavioural genetics, an 
evolutionary approach 

• stress eduction 

• 

• 

• 

• 

1982 - the ethical use of animals 
and animal welfare assessment 
were discussed. These have 
remained significant areas. 

1983 - the International Ethological 
Conference was held at the 
University of Queensland. It was 
the first time that such a conference 
had been held in Australia. It was 
now recognised that Australian 
ethologists were world class. 

1984 - a new era of abnormal 
behaviour, stereotypies and their 
significance in human and farm 
animal behaviour was discussed. 
This discussion has continued over 
the years as animal welfare issues 
were raised. 

1985 - the area of vertebrate pest 
control was raised and the 
management of these animals is 
still a current issue 

Between 1986 and 1996 

In the next few years, welfare and 
behaviour, measurement of stress and 
design of facilities and husbandry were 
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discussed at length. The concept of 
stockperson-animal interface and its 
significance in production systems were 
first presented in 1987 and continues to be 
an important area. 

In 1989, the first paper on cat behaviour 
was given and companion animals entered 
ASSAB. The working guide dog had 
appeared briefly much earlier. In 1990, 
pets for therapy became a research area 
and welfare and housing and the human
animal bond in agriculture were exposed. 

The 1991 conference saw the appearance 
of fearful responses in farm animals and of 
environmental enrichment and these topics 
continued through the next few years. The 
period 1991 to 1993 brought no new 
concepts although work continued on farm 
animals, marsupials, various bird species, 
fish, amphibians and dogs. 

The 1994 conference saw a symposium on 
video interfacing and the use of computers 
for research and teaching became a hot 
topic. There was animated discussion on 
whether computers could replace lectures 
and test books. Someone commented that 
it was difficult to read a computer in the 
toilet. Feedlot cattle were introduced as an 
animal worthy of study. 

At the 1995 conference, there was a 
symposium on animal cognition. The 
1996 conference was the last one that I 
attended. Pigs were still going strong, 
welfare indices were still being questioned 
and the usual topics were being explored 
in different ways with different species. 

What will the future hold? 

While this will be covered by later 
speakers, two areas are likely. Human 
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health and the effect of companion animals 
is set to go. Another area is whether 
animals can think. 

Membership Profile of the 
Society 

Lloyd Fell 

From the initial 34 members in 1973, there 
was a steady increase in numbers over the 
years, reaching 100 in 1982 and passing 
150 two years later . Thereafter, 
membership numbers fluctuated from 142 
to 181. In 1997, the number of members 
was 142, a little down on the previous 
three years where they had been above 
160. In 1980, the first two student 
members joined. ~umbers increased 
rapidly to hit 30 in 1984 since which time 
they have fallen below 30 on only three 
occasions. 

Of the regular members of the Society, the 
greatest proportion come from universities 
followed by government organisations. Of 
the two major countries represented in the 
Society, New Zealand has about one-third 
more student members than Australia. 
About 5% of members who start off as 
students maintain their membership 
beyond their student years. 

The distribution of the duration of regular 
membership is reasonably flat and 13 of 
the original 34 members remain with the 
Society. The duration of student 
membership is understandably skewed 
although the meeting did note that some 
student members hung on for a 
considerable time!!! 

An analysis of the 1997 membership 
revealed that the universities are still the 
main supplier of members. There were 
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142 members of the Society comprising 
17 New Zealanders, 118 Australians and 7 
from other countries. 

The Future of the Society 

Paul Hemsworth 

Paul presented his predictions ofthe likely 
areas of behavioural research in farm 
animals. He saw the two major areas as, 
firstly, behavioural limitations to animal 
performance and, secondly, assessment 
and monitoring of welfare. 

An example of behavioural limitations 
occurs in the area of alternative housing 
systems that take no account of animal 
behaviour; there is no fundamental 
knowledge of pig behaviour in ecoshelters. 

As regard assessment and monitoring of 
welfare, Paul saw two areas of importance. 
The first of these relates to the fact that 
scientists disagree on the meaning of 
welfare which inevitably results in 
differences in methodology and 
assessment. Two examples are the 
physiological consequences (for example 
cortisol, aggression and reproduction) of 
housing systems and the preferences of 
animals for specific environments. 

The second area of importance is that of 
welfare audits in agriculture and these are 
likely to relate to current and new housing 
systems, current and new husbandry 
procedures and animal breeding 
developments such as transgenics and 
doning. 

Ed Minot 

Ed spoke about the close inter-relationship 
between conservation and behaviour and 
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outlined the things that behavioural 
scientists can bring to conservation. 

Rolf then brought the symposium to a 
close with the following remarks. He 
believes that the level of enthusiasm in the 
Society bodes well for the future. He 
believes that we have a valuable Society 
that is worth keeping but, in order to 
remain strong, the Society needs more 
members. 
He also believes that welfare is going to 
affect the primary producing community 
due to the zeal of people whose hearts are 
in the right spot but who have no 
information on which to base their 
thinking. He believes that a real welfare 
issue is that of production disease by 
breeding animals that can no longer exist 
in the current environment. 

Where are they now? 

Many former student members of the 
Society end up overseas engaged in post
doctoral studies. Two such members are 
Amy Johnston and Tom Burne, both of 
whom were Lesley Roger's PhD students. 

Amy Johnston 

I am working as a postdoc with Prof. 
Steven Rose and the Neuroscience and 
Behaviour Group at the Open University 
in Milton Keynes (a strange English 
version of Canberra). It will come as no 
surprise to hear that I am working with 
chicks and looking at the mechanisms 
associated with the consolidation of 
learning and memory. What is new is my 
acquisition of a whole pile of molecular 
and biochemical techniques to use, along 
with behaviour, to look at the role of the 
neurotrophins and neurosteroids in 
learning and memory. Science funding 
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being what is it (worldwide) I currently 
have a paid position until Feb. 1999 - but 
am in the process of applying for more 
money (a bit tricky as an Aussie in the 
UK!). It is a fun group to work with - and 
has been quite productive thus far (missing 
decent steaks and sunshine though). 

Amy 

Tom Burne 

I started a post-doc with Dr Colin Gilbert 
at the Babraham Institute in Cambridge in 
November 1997. They plan to pay me until 
September 2000 (they being the Ministry 
of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries -
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MAFF). The project is investigating stress, 
nest-building and maternal behaviour in 
sows with the aim of defining the 
minimum environmental conditions 
required to satisfy the behavioural needs of 
parturient sows. I am also using a 
pseudopregnant model to look at various 
aspects of pre-partum behaviour. 
I finished a 6 month post-doc with 
Professor Steven Rose at the Open 
University investigating long-term 
memory in humans last year, but the 
Animal Behaviour drew me away from 
humans and onto pigs! 

Tom Burne 

Scenes from the 25th ASSAB Conference, Massey 
University 

ASSAB's resident muso, Ian McLean cracked the gig with the Celtic band 
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Scenes from the 25th ASSAB Conference, Massey 
University 

Guess who owns this! 
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THE AUSTRALASIAN SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF 
ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR INC 

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 

All those with a scientific interest in the study of behaviour may be admitted to membership of the Society at 
the discretion of the Council. Two proposers who are fmancial members of the Society, must be secured by 
the applicant. Fees are payable annually and fall due on 1st January. The rates are $A30.00 for Regular 
membership, $AI5.00 for Concessional membership (students, unemployed, retired). Your first year's 
remittance should accompany this form and be sent to Lloyd Fell, ASSAB Treasurer, NSW Agriculture Beef 
Centre, University of New England, Armidale, NSW 2351, Australia. 

Optional concessional rate subscription is also available to the journal Animal Behaviour. The current 
subscription is $A35.00 for regular and concessional members. Please pay with your subscription dues. 
Payment in anyone year is for receipt of the journal in the following year. 

Dues for New Zealand members are $NZ33.00 for Regular membership, $NZI5.00 for Concessional 
membership (student, unemployed, retired) and $NZ39.00 for special journal subscription. Important: send 
remittances to Dr Ed Minot, Department of Ecology, Massey University, Private Bag 11-222, Palrnerston North, 
New Zealand. 

Name (please print) 

Address 

Postcode: Telephone: 

Fax: E-mail: 

-Current position: 

Area of research (keywords for inclusion in membership directory) 

I enclose a total of $ .............. for (delete as appropriate) 
Regular membership Concessional membership Journal subscription 

Signature of applicant: Date: 

Proposed by (please print): Signature: Date: 

Proposed by (please print): Signature: Date: 

A financial statement and request for current dues/subscriptions will be sent early in each year to all 
ASSAB members. 
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